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ABSTRACT

In this work we show that a class of Ising spin glass models

with finite connectivity exhibits instability when replica symmetry is

not broken in the condensed phase at low temperatures. These models

are relevant for complex optimization problems and may also give im-

portant insights about real spin-glasses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of dilute spin-glass systems with finite connecti-

vity within the framework of mean-field theory has been undertaken re-

cently by various workers [_1-5J both for some new physics is expected

to emerge from the "short-range character" of the model and its connec-

tion to the graph bipartioning problem. At finite temperatures the

system was first studied by Viana and Bray [1J and close to the criti-

cal temperature TC the system is amenable to the same perturbation

expansion used in the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model where a single

family of order-parameters q n «•=!,...,n is sufficient to describe
al 2

the transition. At low temperatures T the problem becomes highly non-

standard for a whole new family of order parameters q ,

r=l,2... has to be taken in account and one is led to introduce a glo-

bal order parameter G({0 }) [4J . The properties of the model can be

written in terms of the averaged local field distribution P(h) and

finding the solution for the P(h) equation of motion at T=0 seems to

be the most convenient approach and is directly related to solving for

the global order parameter function G({o }) [4]. In this work we study-

the replica .syjumpt-ric (RS) solution for G({o }) and the stability of

this solution Is carefully analysed. In our previous work [o] we ex-

tended the solution found by Morita [7J and Katsura [s] for the spin

glass on a Bethe lattice, who used a P(h) with both a continuous part

and delta-function peaks at integral multiples of J, to our system

and longitudinal stability was verified. Here we show that the com-

plete (RS) stability analysis requires breaking of replica symmetry.

The work is organized as follows: in section 2 the model is introduced

and the relevant equations derived;in section 3 the stability analysis

in terms of G({0 }) is carried out; section A discusses the results.

2. THE MODEL

We consider -a system described by the Ising Hamiltonian

H = - ) J.. a. a.L ij i j



where a^ = ±1 and the bonds J^j's are infinite ranged random interac-

tions described by the probability distribution

where a is the average connectivity of each site, N the number of si-

tes and f(J-.) is normalised to unity, for example,

f(J. .) = a 6(J. .-J) + (1-a) <5(J. .+J) (3)

a being the fraction of ferromagnetic bonds. Following standard proce-

dure the averaged free energy is given by

- BF » •£- (Zn) (4)

n=0

where the replicated partition function averaged over (2) is given by

(5)Z l a r a a I
fcn 1 + - (< exp(8J- - ) a, a.)>. -1)
L N !J i- i J f J

(ij) a

.here <...>f means average over f(J^-) equation (3). In (5) one writes

<eXp(BJ. . o c)>f - b . - . o X a . . . ) (6)

a r=0 (a

with

r = <cosh"(8Jij)tgh
r(3Jij)>f (7)

Substituting (6) in (5), and neglecting terms which vanish as N-*»,



1 o :

"" r~0 Ca,r..c - - O l '" *

Using a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation (8) is rewritten as

_ O f ( W - l )
,n 2Z = e

^ [ ^ q „ 1̂ ̂2 _ _ _ /r 1
a r (a ...a ) l r J

1 r

Finally, the integrals in (9) can be done by steepest descent method

yielding for the free energy per spin

„ r-, — 9 C C . C C

nBf
„ r-, — 9 .

= max{f 0 ) b <f a l...a
 r)}

Z c* L-i I* ot_ . . * r
r (a . . . a )

1 r (10)

r r ai a
- Jin Tr exp(a ) ) br q a ...a r)}a l_. L. ct, • • -oc

OC \ i T

The parameters q are determined from 3f/3q = 0, i.e.,
1 2" r al"-ar

a, a a, a 3H
qa cc = <a ...a r> = Tra {ol...oTe *"}/% (H)

1'"' r a

where 8H is given by the exponent in (10) and

ZG = Tro exp(BHeff) (12)

For a replica symmetric ansatz the solution (11) has the form

q. _ ~ = Q. <13>



and for this solution, to be stable the matrix

must have non-negative eigenvalues. However, (14) is not the most con-

venient way of analysing the stability of the solution (13).

3. GLOBAL ORDER PARAMETER AND STABILITY EQUATIONS

We are mainly interested in the limit T=0 where all qa ...a

are important.The fpllowing global order parameter Gn({o }) [4] encom-

passing all q's is introduced

br

r=0 (a..a)

This global order parameter generalizes to spin systems the generating

function introduced by Mezard and Parisi [9] and by Orland [lu] for

optimization problems. The equations derived in section 2 can all be

expressed in terms of Gn({° }).The variational free energy is given by

Ctb a G ({0tt}>
- nBf = — ° - _0_ Tr_ {G ({o

Œ})e " }
2 2ZG °a n

Gn({o
a}) (16)

+ 2-n TrQ e
a

and the equation of motion for G ({oa}) is

C-n({o
a}) = f- TrT {e

G" T<x £n g( £ Ta aa)} -abQ2
n (17)

G a oc

where

g(x) = JdJ f(J) exp(BJx) (18)



and ZG is given by (12). From (15) one may notice that for replica

symmetric solution the global order parameter is a function only of

5 = ; o •L or

G ({oa}) = G (ô = 7aa) (19)
n n i-

a

The stability equation is now [4J

62(8f(G ))

V *.V *.'V ̂ " ' ' '"*

and from (16) and (17) it becomes

i -1 G {T }

of1 cp{0 } + (OZ ) G {o } Tr Mt } e n a } -
a G n a T a

. ,
i G {trv} r

T {(X + 2 - 6 " a ) g(3j) Va)CP{Ta

(21)

a

In the replica symmetric case the elements of the eigenvectors [4]

have the form

<pfoa} = <P{y j <°; <la)
 (22)

wi th

F a (23)/ . o.
a

' F» U- (24) ;

a

and {lO is a spin configuration labeling the eigenvector. Thus in the

replica symmetric ansatz the stability equation becomes



6G a

gjr T v (25)
G(t) , L a a

t- a TrT {<P(î,q )(Xy + &- ) JdJf(j)e a }
ot p

Our task now is to find the X's from (25) using the known replica

symmetric solution for G(5) obtained from equation (17) and which has

been obtained in our previous work [o] . In the limit n -»• 0, equation

(17) becomes ]_4,6j

G ( x ) = a *L K (x ,y)e G ( y ) - a (26)
2ti a

K (x ,y) = dJf(J) du exp{ -iyu+ixtgh tghu tgh0J (27)
3 iao -co L -1

Demanding orthogonality of cp (0, q ) to the constant and longitudinal

eigenvectors found previously [_6j , we get

Tr {<p {T }} = 0 (28)
Tcc y a

% {<Pu{Ta} «PL{Ta}} = 0 (29)
a

and keeping the lowest order terms in expLGCy)], equation (25) close

to the percolation threshold (a = 1) with a = 1 +e, a=l/2 yields

- (30)

K (Ç,0;n,t) = K (Ç ,n) K ( O ; T ) (31)



where yBJ = 2nd and as J3J-*», we get

(32)

From [oj we already know the solution in lowest order for G(n+t) near

ac

G(n+T) = a+b cos(n+T) + c J0(n+t) + ... (33)

with a = -16/9, b = c = 8/9. From equations (30-33) we can infer a

solution for <f (p,t) in (30) and hence obtain the eigenvalues A The

eigenvectors must have the following form

cp.Xn.T) = A + B* eir>+ B* e~ir) + C* i (n)
^ * - o o

+ B" eiT + B" e"iT + G" j (H)+ - o o

ifm-T) i(n—r) „ -i(H-T) -i(n-»-T)+ E++ e^
n * E+_ e + E_+ e + E__ e

+ F+ ein j (T) + F+ e"in jn(x) + F" j (H) e
lT + F" j (n) e~1T

• f Q — O + O — Q

* H j (H) j (T) <34)
o o

Substituting (34) in (30), together with the constraint equations (28)

and (29) we obtain a set of homogeneous equations for the coefficients

appearing in (34) and for \ . Solving this system of equations yield

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We defer to another publication [ll\

a more detailed derivation of the results published here. Now we just

point out that one of the eigenvectors is

q» (n,T) = sin(n+t)o
V

with eigenvalue X=-e/9,as can be seen by substituting equation (35) in

(30). This is the only negative eigenvalue we have found. It proves



that the replica symmetric solution is unstable in the condensed phase.

In our earlier work [oj we analysed the stability problem only in the

longitudinal sector, i.e,one restricts the variations to the same spa-

ce as that of the replica symmetric G (o) defined in equation (19) and

so in (22) ̂  = <p(o). in the longitudinal sector all eigenvalues are

positive [o], while in the transversal sector one eigenvalue is nega-

tive and so breaking replica symmetry is necessary.

4. DISCUSSION

It has been known for some time [l2j that the long-range

Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model [l3J below TC presents a broken re-

plica symmetry (BRS) phase. This SK model, however, has all spins con-

nected among themselves and may be argued not to be relevant to real

spin-glass systems. Both phenomenological theories and exactly solva-

ble models are important tools in understanding a given physical pro-

blem, but in the spin-glass case there is a deep difference between

the two approaches [l4,15j. Short-ranged Ising spin-glass on the Bethe

lattice has also been shown to exhibit a BRS phase [l6,17]. In this

work we have shown that a class of diluted Ising spin-glass models with

finite averaged connectivity [ij does exhibit a BRS at T=0. These sys-

tems are relevant to applications in complex optimization problems [2,

3,18J.Our results show that previous replica symmetric ansâ'tze [2,3,4,

19̂  even in their most general form L̂ J need to be modified by break-

ing replica symmetry. A BRS solution undertaken recently, limited to

its first step of Parisi like breaking of replica symmetry [20], gives

results in much close agreement with numerical simulation than the RS

solution.
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